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Dreaming Against the Current is Haviva Ner-David's spiritual, psychological, and emotional
journey from Orthodox Jewish feminist activist to post-denominational inter-spiritual rabbi/
minister.The journey begins with Haviva’s religious crisis as a rabbi in Israel during the summer
of “Operation Protective Edge” (the Israeli operation in Gaza in 2014), and ends with her
interfaith-interspiritual ordination and certification as a spiritual companion, at Riverside Church
in NYC. But it also begins with a restrictive childhood growing up in an Orthodox Jewish home in
suburban New York, and ends with her skinny dipping on Yom Kippur morning.Interwoven with
her highly personal and profound dream interpretation, Haviva takes us on a deep exploration of
her path toward claiming her inner free spirit that had been trying to make herself heard since
childhood. She battles anorexia as a teenager; spends years struggling to be ordained as an
Orthodox rabbi; dares to evolve while remaining a committed life partner; adopts a child when
she already has plenty of biological children; moves to politically complex and highly segregated
Israel and raises seven children there with no regular extended family support. All while living
with a degenerative genetic muscular disorder.Haviva learns that healing our sacred wounds
and believing in unconditional universal Divine Love (for ourselves and others) are the most
challenging yet the most vital keys to owning and celebrating our most essential and authentic
selves.Dreaming Against the Current will resonate with people searching for their own unique
spiritual and general life paths, whether raised in more traditional religious environments and
seeking less traditional ways to listen to their souls, or not.



Praise for Dreaming Against the Current“A significant contribution to the literature chronicling the
inner lives of the bravest, boundary-breaking Jewish spiritual seekers.” — Rabbi Vanessa Ochs,
Ph.D, author of The Jewish Dream Book: The Key to Opening the Inner Meaning of Your
Dreams “Reverend Rabbi Dr. Haviva Ner David blesses us with her third and most powerful
memoir yet. Her journey from a healing woman of Judaism to a healing woman of all of humanity
brings with it stunning insights, aching moments of clarity, and a glimpse of what it means to live
a life of freedom. Haviva is one of the most honest, compassionate, and caring writers, and
demonstrates what it means to live with authenticity and loyalty to oneself and the universal
spirit. The story, threaded between lofty dreams and the mundane of everyday existence, is a
wonderful teaching about life.” — Elana Sztokman, Ph.D, author of Conversations With My Body:
Essays on my life as a Jewish Woman“What happens to a groundbreaker when the ground
keeps on breaking? In this memoir, Rabbi Rev. Haviva Ner-David powerfully chronicles her
struggle to be accepted as a rabbi and scholar within the Orthodox movement, and her eventual
discovery that Orthodox Judaism doesn’t fit her any longer. Along the way, she shares the love
story of her marriage, her struggle with chronic illness, her path as an interfaith minister, and her
pain over the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Throughout the fabric of the book, Ner-David weaves in
the bright thread of her dreamwork practice, showing how, over time, her dreams tell her the
truth of her life and reveal her path forward. A must-read for anyone who has changed more than
they expected—or anyone who wants to learn how dreams can open the door to a new life.” —
Rabbi Jill Hammer, Ph.D, author of Undertorah: An Earth-Based Kabbalah of Dreams“How did a
nice Jewish girl from the Orthodox New York suburbs become a post-denominational
interspiritual rabbi minister? By following her heart step-by-fascinating-step through the difficult
work of being human. In Dreaming Against the Current, Haviva Ner-David invites readers to
gently brush away the excuses and justifications that keep them from living fully. Throughout the
pages, she models how to gaze lovingly at our disappointments, missteps, and lingering
heartbreaks to seek the healing lessons these outcast moments can offer. Weaving together
religion, spirituality, and personal introspection, Ner-David creates a glorious tapestry that
inspires each of us to become the artisan of a meaningful and sacred life.” — Rev. Sarah Bowen,
author of Spiritual Rebel: A Positively Addictive Guide to Finding Deeper Perspective and Higher
Purpose“Haviva’s beautifully-written Dreaming Against the Current is a glorious interplay of daily
living, dreams, and powerful spiritual realizations. As such, it has called me to a deeper level of
trust, surrender, and authenticity in my own life and spiritual practice. In learning more about
Rabbi Reverend Ner-David’s devout practices and the depth of being they have developed in
her, I am inspired. I suspect this book will extend such a gift to all its readers.”— Rev. AnnE
O’Neil, author of If You Want the Rainbow, Welcome the RainOther Books by Haviva Ner-
DavidHope Valley: a novelLife on the Fringes: A Feminist Journey Towards Traditional Rabbinic
OrdinationChanah’s Voice: A rabbi westles with the women’s rituals of baking, bathing and



brightening© 2021 Haviva Ner-DavidAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced or transmitted in any means, electronic or mechanical, without permission inwriting
from the publisher.The people and events in this book are all real, although scenes were
reconstructed from memory. The author took some liberty in terms of sequence of events and
combined some events for ease of reading.In the transliteration, the letter ח is represented by
the letters ch and the letter כ by the letters kh, except in the spelling of my name, Haviva, which I
chose to spell this way at one point in my life for personal reasons.978-1-949290-75-2
paperbackCover ArtbyMeira Ner-DavidCover DesignbySapling StudioBink Booksa division
ofBedazzled Ink Publishing CompanyFairfield, Californiahttp://
www.bedazzledink.comDEDICATIONA dream:I am falling down a treacherously steep pull-down
attic ladder. Tumbling from rung to rung, wanting my fall to end, yet dreading the impact when I
hit bottom. I am about to hit the hard wooden floor, and just as I see the panels before my eyes,
someone, blurred by shadows, catches me, scoops me up, and carries me to safety.I am at the
bottom of an impossibly steep staircase in the New York City subway system. There is no
elevator at this stop. I look up. I long to reach the sunlight and fresh air at the top of the steps, but
I know I cannot make it alone. Someone, obscured by the almost blinding rays, reaches out a
hand to help me. Together, we ascend the staircase and enter, hand in hand, a tunnel of
beaming halos of light.In this case, Jacob, I am the dreamer seeing the ladder, and Jacob, you
are the angels ascending and descending, catching me when I fall, and helping me reach the
light when I just can’t do it alone.INTRODUCTIONI am in my freshwater naturally filtered lap
pool, the smell of algae in my nostrils and the feel of cool wetness on my skin. The kids are off to
school, and I am blessed to be starting my day with a swim. The sun is still low, skimming the
water with its warm morning kiss. Seeing the world through foggy goggles, I glide slowly but
rhythmically back and forth, back and forth, length after length, lap after lap, my face in the
water, dreaming while awake, as my body melts through its boundaries and remembers how to
just be.I swim every day. I live with a genetic degenerative muscular disorder called FSHD
(fascioscapular humeral muscular dystrophy) which makes many forms of movement on dry
land difficult and painful. It is only in water that I move freely and without the heavy soreness and
stiffness that has become part of inhabiting my God-given body.Like the amphibian I was in a
former evolution, I return to this element to be quenched, supported, held, and embraced—by
Divine Spirit, back in God’s watery womb.For my last round of laps, the final quarter of my two-
kilometer ritual swim, I remove my goggles. I float on my back and put my face to the sun, which
is rising higher in the cloud-spotted sapphire sky, relaxing my muscles, my mind, my whole
being. My swim almost behind me, I greet the morning and bless with my breath whatever is to
come in the day that lies ahead. The hours spread out spacious before me. A rare day with
nothing planned but to write. My computer, this book, is beckoning, but I will not cut my swim
short. I savor this time in my element, even if I feel chilled with the sun now hidden behind a puffy
white cloud.Then I see Spider. She has been working steadily and determinedly for days now. I
have watched her spinning up and down, twirling and swinging on her threads, focused on her



task. The work at hand. The work of her hands. Or should I call them legs? I have been
mesmerized by this creature who has not granted me a glance, she’s been so busy.But today
she is still. Resting, it seems, from her days of labor. I float past her, supine, watching, curious if
she will make a move. But she doesn’t. She is the epitome of patience. Waiting to see what will
come from her creation.Then, just as I pass beneath her, the sun begins to emerge, and I see it
—a most magnificent web, a round and intricate weave of delicate threads glistening in the
sunlight. A mandala. A prayer. An exquisite piece of art coming out into the light. And I know the
work of my hands, this book, too, will come out into the light when the time is right.“Said Rabbi
Hisda: A dream unexplored is like a letter not read.” — Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Brakhot
55b“You must give birth to your images. They are the future waiting to be born. Fear not the
strangeness you feel. The future must enter you long before it happens. Just wait for the birth, for
the hour of the new clarity.” — Rainer Maria Rilke, from his poem “Fear Not the Strangeness” in
Letters to a Young Poet“Is appearance no more than the reflections thrown back and forth by a
set of mirrors?” asked Reb Ephraim. “You are no doubt alluding to the soul, Reb Alphandery, in
which we see ourselves mirrored. But the body is the place of the soul, just as the mountain is
the bed of the brook. The body has broken the mirror.”“The brook,” continued Reb Alphandery,
“sleeps on the summit. The brook’s dream is of water, as is the brook. It flows for us. Our dreams
extend us. Do you not remember this phrase of Reb Alsem’s: ‘We live out the dream of creation,
which is God’s dream. In the evening our own dreams snuggle down into it like sparrows in their
nests.’
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helping me reach the light when I just can’t do it alone.INTRODUCTIONI am in my freshwater
naturally filtered lap pool, the smell of algae in my nostrils and the feel of cool wetness on my
skin. The kids are off to school, and I am blessed to be starting my day with a swim. The sun is
still low, skimming the water with its warm morning kiss. Seeing the world through foggy goggles,
I glide slowly but rhythmically back and forth, back and forth, length after length, lap after lap, my
face in the water, dreaming while awake, as my body melts through its boundaries and
remembers how to just be.I swim every day. I live with a genetic degenerative muscular disorder
called FSHD (fascioscapular humeral muscular dystrophy) which makes many forms of
movement on dry land difficult and painful. It is only in water that I move freely and without the
heavy soreness and stiffness that has become part of inhabiting my God-given body.Like the
amphibian I was in a former evolution, I return to this element to be quenched, supported, held,
and embraced—by Divine Spirit, back in God’s watery womb.For my last round of laps, the final
quarter of my two-kilometer ritual swim, I remove my goggles. I float on my back and put my face
to the sun, which is rising higher in the cloud-spotted sapphire sky, relaxing my muscles, my
mind, my whole being. My swim almost behind me, I greet the morning and bless with my breath
whatever is to come in the day that lies ahead. The hours spread out spacious before me. A rare
day with nothing planned but to write. My computer, this book, is beckoning, but I will not cut my
swim short. I savor this time in my element, even if I feel chilled with the sun now hidden behind a
puffy white cloud.Then I see Spider. She has been working steadily and determinedly for days
now. I have watched her spinning up and down, twirling and swinging on her threads, focused on
her task. The work at hand. The work of her hands. Or should I call them legs? I have been
mesmerized by this creature who has not granted me a glance, she’s been so busy.But today
she is still. Resting, it seems, from her days of labor. I float past her, supine, watching, curious if
she will make a move. But she doesn’t. She is the epitome of patience. Waiting to see what will
come from her creation.Then, just as I pass beneath her, the sun begins to emerge, and I see it
—a most magnificent web, a round and intricate weave of delicate threads glistening in the
sunlight. A mandala. A prayer. An exquisite piece of art coming out into the light. And I know the
work of my hands, this book, too, will come out into the light when the time is right.“Said Rabbi
Hisda: A dream unexplored is like a letter not read.” — Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Brakhot
55b“You must give birth to your images. They are the future waiting to be born. Fear not the
strangeness you feel. The future must enter you long before it happens. Just wait for the birth, for
the hour of the new clarity.” — Rainer Maria Rilke, from his poem “Fear Not the Strangeness” in
Letters to a Young Poet“Is appearance no more than the reflections thrown back and forth by a
set of mirrors?” asked Reb Ephraim. “You are no doubt alluding to the soul, Reb Alphandery, in
which we see ourselves mirrored. But the body is the place of the soul, just as the mountain is
the bed of the brook. The body has broken the mirror.”“The brook,” continued Reb Alphandery,
“sleeps on the summit. The brook’s dream is of water, as is the brook. It flows for us. Our dreams
extend us. Do you not remember this phrase of Reb Alsem’s: ‘We live out the dream of creation,
which is God’s dream. In the evening our own dreams snuggle down into it like sparrows in their



nests.’“And did not Reb Hames write: ‘Birds of night, my dreams explore the immense dream of
the sleeping Universe.’” — Edmond Jabes, from “Mirror and Scarf” in the Book of Yukel/Return to
the Book, translation by Rosmarie WaldropKAVANAHSACRED INTENTIONThe following book
chronicles my journey into interspirituality and dreamwork during my four-year course of study at
the One Spirit Interfaith-Interspiritual Seminary in New York City. Although I grew up in New York,
I live in Israel, so when I studied at One Spirit, I did so as a distance learner, over Zoom, which
has since (because of the COVID-19 pandemic) become a popular way of interacting and
studying with others across long and even short distances. Although then, it was just beginning
to become an option.Those four years helped prepare me for the pandemic in more ways than
familiarizing me with Zoom. The inner work I did while at One Spirit helped me connect with my
innermost self, with what she truly wants and needs, and at the same time helped me connect
with the Spirit of the Universe that Unites All. Through touching my core and accepting the
destiny only I can live out, while also recognizing its humble place in the larger universal whole
and flow of life, I became better able to face the uncertainty and suffering that has become the
“new normal.”This book is about learning to let go into my destiny, be true to myself, stop fighting
my own inevitable suffering and have compassion for others as they do the same. It is not my
intention to tell others to follow my specific path of self-discovery, but rather to suggest that it is
only through treating our own most wounded places—rather than looking for answers and
seeking spiritual paths outside ourselves—that we can heal the world, one soul at a time.In this
book, I have written about conflicts with people close to me—not to hold a grudge or point a
finger, but to show how by addressing where we most hurt, we can begin to heal and even
flourish.One major lesson about relationships I have learned in my humbling years as a
daughter, parent, and spouse is that it is from healing our sacred wounds—even those we cause
one another—that we grow. In fact, perhaps that is why some of us were brought together in this
life.We parent not only to support our children and help them see their wholeness, but also to
make “mistakes” that help our children develop into who they were meant to be. Like in marriage,
decisions that cannot please everyone are inevitable, as different souls rub up against each
other in the dark. It’s from them we learn to stretch ourselves outside of our comfort zones and
discover we, like in our dreamscapes, are more flexible than we imagined we could be.Thank
you to all who have been in my life and continue to be, as we stumble along together in the dark,
looking towards the cracks of brokenness that let in the light.And thank you, readers, for
honoring my process with your time and attention. Please check out my website at
rabbihaviva.com to read more about my work. Or contact me at rabbihaviva@gmail.com.Rabbi
Rev. Dr. Haviva Ner-DavidKibbutz HannatonSeptember 2021PROLOGUECALL IT SLEEPMY
SON NACHUM is having a third bar mitzvah, and like at all my seven kids’ bar and bat mitzvah
ceremonies, I am planning to speak.The problem is, I cannot find the notebook in which I wrote
the speech. To make matters worse, I am not even sure I know which notebook that is. Still, I look
everywhere—on all my bookshelves, in my study, in my desk drawers, on my bedside shelves, in
all my various backpacks and bags—but I cannot find it.I try to remember what I wrote, but my



eyelids feel so heavy I can’t keep them open long enough to think or even keep looking. I try to
fight sleep, try to keep my eyelids open, but I begin nodding off.Defeated, I think I will have to
pass on giving the speech altogether, or just wing it. All I want to do, really, is sleep.I open my
eyes and look at my computer screen into the wise and kindly face of Judith (Jude) Schafman,
my dreamwork teacher. She lives in Upstate New York, while I live in northern Israel. I met her
when she was teaching a seminar at the One Spirit Interfaith-Interspiritual Seminary in New York
City, where I was a distance learner in their Interspiritual Counseling (ISC)program. One year
earlier, I had been ordained at One Spirit as an interfaith-interspiritual minister, after having been
the first woman to publicly receive Orthodox rabbinic ordination only ten years earlier.And still, I
am seeking.“Okay,” Jude says. “That’s a powerful dream. Are you ready to work it?”Through a
window behind Jude, I see a buttercup sun rising, while behind me, I know she is seeing a
flaming sun setting. I think of the biblical Jacob drifting off to sleep after sunset, dreaming of
angels, and then waking and exclaiming, “Surely God is in this place, and I did not know it. How
awesome is this place! This is none other than the house of God, a porthole to the divine.”“Yes,” I
say. I am ready to enter the porthole.“I want you to be your son, Nachum. Let me speak to
Nachum . . .”Studying dreamwork with my teacher for several months has accustomed me to
Jude’s method of dream analysis. Each element of the dream is another aspect of the dreamer’s
unconscious, while the dreamer’s character in the dream is usually the ego, the least wise of all
the elements in the dream.To understand the dream’s message, or meaning, the dreamer must
speak from the dream elements (for example: a character in the dream other than the “dreamer,”
an animal, an inanimate object, a natural element), or sometimes even from a feeling in the
dream, the weather or a word or phrase someone says. Every element in our dreams is a piece
of our unconscious. I am not surprised Jude is asking me to speak as my son.I lean in. “I am
Nachum,” I say. “I am about to have a third bar mitzvah.”“How did it feel to have a first bar
mitzvah?” Jude asks.I lower my head and cover my eyes with my hands to help me focus. One
symptom of the genetic neuromuscular disease with which I live is that I cannot close my eyes
completely. “It felt good. It felt right for when I had it,” I answer. “It marked that stage in my life, but
I still have growing left to do.”“And so that is why you had the second?”My actual son, Nachum,
had only one bar mitzvah, but when Jude asks me this question, I am the Nachum in my dream,
and I know how it feels to go through two major life transitions and be on the cusp of a third. The
Nachum in my dream merges with me, the dreamer, who has written two memoirs about the first
two stages of her spiritual journey. But the journey does not feel complete.The answer flows,
without my having to think. “That one too felt right at the time. Marking another stage. A more
advanced stage. I felt done then, after the second. As I did after the first. But like with the first, I
now know that was premature.”“Is that why you are having a third?”“I guess. But I am not sure
what it will be like.”“Great. Now I want you to be the eyelids in the dream. How do you feel,
eyelids?”“I feel heavy,” I answer. “I want to close, but the dreamer is not letting me close. I want to
rest, but there is a force inside me blocking me, preventing me from closing.”“Can you feel into
that part of you that is trying to stay open? How does it feel?”I feel into that sensation of trying to



keep my eyes open, of trying to stay awake in my own dream. “I think it is afraid. Afraid of losing
control. Afraid of what may happen when the dreamer is sleeping.”“And why do you want to
rest?”“I’m tired. Life is exhausting. I want to stop fighting and just rest. Just trust in the process
and hope everything will be okay when I’m sleeping, when my guard is down. But there’s that
force trying to keep me open. Trying to prevent the dreamer from sleeping.”“Thank you, eyelids.
That was very helpful. I’d like to speak to sleep now. Describe yourself, sleep.”“I am sleep,” I
begin. “I am a state of completely letting go. When the dreamer is sleeping, she rests, which
brings what is hidden to the surface. When I, sleep, am present, the dreamer can dream; she
can access a deeper part of herself, her essential core. She can access her unconscious. Her
soul.”“Why are you so important to the dreamer now?” Jude asks.“The dreamer needs to sleep
more before she can find the notebook and what’s written in it. The speech is not ready yet,
because she still has sleeping to do.”“To be able to find the notebook?”“Yes. But not only. The
dreamer needs to learn to let go into me. She needs to learn to trust in me.”“Trust in you? In
sleep?”“Yes. But not only in me. She needs to learn to trust in general.”And so, this next stage in
my spiritual journey begins. As strange as it may sound, I might as well call it sleep.HEARING
THE CALL(A THIRD TIME)THE FIRST TIME in my life when I heard “the call,” I answered and
began a journey towards becoming a rabbi. I was twenty-four, a new mother of a one-year-old
daughter and right out of an MFA program in creative writing.I had been working part-time
running a mikveh, a Jewish ritual immersion pool, in which I officiated full-body water immersion
ceremonies, some innovative and some traditional. Without knowing it back then, I had been
part of spearheading a movement to reclaim and reframe this ancient ritual, and I loved the work.
I felt drawn to a spiritual vocation in addition to my writing. Having grown up an Orthodox Jew,
becoming an Orthodox rabbi could have seemed logical—had I been a man.As a woman,
becoming an Orthodox rabbi was not only illogical; it was unheard of. No woman had publicly
received Orthodox rabbinic ordination (although two had done so in secret, I later discovered). If
I was going to become a rabbi, I would only do so openly. There was no significant argument in
the classic rabbinic sources against a woman becoming a rabbi. I knew the reasons were
sociological and felt the time had come for women to be ordained in the Orthodox Jewish world.
If no women demanded this, it would not happen. I felt up to the challenge.I applied to a
mainstream all-men’s modern Orthodox seminary, the most liberal at the time in the U.S.
Orthodox world, and the place where my own father had earned his undergraduate degree. My
application was never recognized. The dean of the school told the press the admissions office
had never received it—which I do not believe is true—but had they, he added, they would not
have felt a need to send a reply, since a woman rabbi is an oxymoron.Disappointed but not
surprised, I ultimately studied in various liberal Orthodox frameworks, some co-ed and some
only for women, but none were programs that would grant me ordination at the end of my
studies. I could gain the credentials but not the title.I never felt accepted in any of these
frameworks. I was seen by many as the troublemaker who wanted to be an Orthodox woman
rabbi. In some places I was even shunned. Many questioned why I didn’t study in one of the



liberal Jewish movements, where women were being ordained already. Why was I bothering the
Orthodox? They were happy with the status quo.Looking back now, I ask myself the same
question. My life would have been easier had I chosen the path of least resistance. But I wanted
to fix (as I saw it) the system in which I was raised, push boundaries and create change from
within. I owed that to myself and other women. I had seen the light and wanted to spread that
light to others.Through my own studies (both religious and secular), I had discovered that
women did not have to play a second-class supporting role in ritual life. There was room in the
classic rabbinic sources for progress. Jewish religious praxis and even law had always
developed over time. But it required a push from the masses. Change would not come from the
male rabbis, especially not if it meant granting women equality. Why would men agree to give up
their power? Women would have to fight for change.Even if I knew I did not quite fit in, even if my
theology was not mainstream Orthodox and my attitude audacious, I was a woman with a
mission, and I was stubborn. I had a vision, a goal, and it felt within reach. Despite the ridicule
and scorning I received from many establishment and non-establishment Orthodox Jews, some
who even called themselves feminists, I would not back down.My life partner, Jacob, and I
moved to Jerusalem with our then-two children after I studied for a few years in New York. Three
more children later, I was ordained thirteen years after sending in my rabbinical school
application. With no institutional backing, after studying with me for ten years, Rabbi Aryeh
Strikovsky granted me his personal ordination and permission to announce so publicly.I framed
and hung the ordination certificate on my wall, next to my doctoral certificate. While studying for
rabbinic ordination, I had worked towards my Ph.D at Bar Ilan University on the Philosophy of
Jewish Religious Law. I wrote about the changing interpretations and applications of mikveh and
the menstrual purity laws from the Bible to the present—reaching conclusions that only proved
to me more how vital reinterpretation and change are to keep Judaism relevant and
effective.Finally, after years of intense study and public shaming, I had stuck to my goal and was
the first woman to announce to the world she had received Orthodox rabbinic ordination. It was
disconcerting, therefore, when I heard “the call” for a second time—an inner voice telling me to
leave Orthodoxy. Wasn’t it for the title Orthodox rabbi I had been fighting all those years?Yes. But
there was no denying it. Inside, I was no longer Orthodox. Throughout those years of struggle
and study, I had evolved. My ideas were becoming more radical, less traditional. I no longer felt
bound by classic religious Jewish law that delineates to the last detail how one should live their
life, based on the ongoing interpretation, by men only, of the words of ancient texts all written by
men.I knew this reality was changing, and that I was part of a movement empowering women to
study and interpret these texts as well. But change was happening too slowly for my spiritual
needs and moral conscience. My intuition told me that religion should be at the fore of the
struggle for human rights—as I understood Judaism had in its origin been—not holding it
back.Religion may be conservative in some respects, assuring change happens organically and
not drastically, but it should not compromise compassion in the name of caution. I made a
conscious decision to place my values before what these texts prescribed and proscribed.I



could no longer condone prayer services that were not fully egalitarian, even if I was part of a
movement successfully pushing for more (but not equal) women’s participation in the
synagogue. Nor could I be a rabbi in a denomination that did not recognize gay marriages, even
if I was a voice for more acceptance of LGBTQ+s (although back then not all these categories
were included) in the Orthodox world.Moreover, I could no longer buy into a system—no matter
how ancient and wise—that had been created by straight men alone, where female and queer
voices had been silenced completely.My previous decision to remain inside the Orthodox world
and try to change the system from within, which at the time felt like the perfect way to honor both
the wisdom of my faith tradition and the moral high ground of full equality for all, seemed
disingenuous for me now. I no longer felt compelled to work within that system or contort myself
to play by its rules. Like a coat I had outgrown, it felt too constricting. I needed to breathe. The
coat no longer fit.With my evolved theology and ideology, I could no longer claim to represent
even the most liberal stream of the Orthodox movement, nor did I want to be confined by that
label. I wanted to be free to say what I felt, to remain true to myself. Most importantly, I wanted to
keep exploring, to continue the journey of life wherever it led me. Orthodoxy did not allow for this
approach.An open-ended spiritual journey is antithetical to Orthodoxy, which is about following
the rules and fitting in. There are clear boundaries as to what is acceptable. There is some room
to stretch those boundaries; and I did. But I then realized there was not enough wiggle room for
me. More importantly, I did not want to watch my step. I wanted to spread my wings and fly free.I
listened to my inner voice, a notion that is also against what Orthodox Judaism is about.
Authority lies outside of oneself, in the rabbis, because if left to our own devices, we will stray
from the proper path. Instincts are not meant to be followed, but rather, to be curbed. Yet, I
followed my heart and gave up what I had spent the past thirteen years achieving. My integrity
was more important to me than the cause of Orthodox women’s ordination.When pressed to
choose a title, I found I did not identify with any one denomination of Judaism, or even believe in
religious denominations at all at that point. I saw them as part of the patriarchal system I had
rejected. I did not want to be contained by any one box. I wanted to move, and think, outside all
boxes. I decided to call myself a post-denominational rabbi, and the name fit, like a coat tailored
just for me.When I admitted to myself who I truly was at that juncture, I felt a heavy weight lifted
from my shoulders. It was a physical sensation of lightening and expanding. I did not have to
wear a coat at all. I did not even have to cover my hair or shoulders to prove my piety and
modesty.I let my hair feel the breeze for the first time in years, and I exposed my shoulders and
neck bone to the world. In fact, I discovered those are my most attractive features. I mourned
those years I had kept them hidden. If a man could not appreciate my beauty without being
aroused, I would no longer accept the blame.I was nervous what people would say about my
decision to leave the Orthodox Jewish fold—especially my parents, who had raised me
Orthodox and still had strong feelings about passing on that heritage and lifestyle. I felt guilty
about letting down all of those who had been rooting for me—especially the young women who
wanted to follow in my footsteps.This was a significant decision, and not a simple one. By



leaving Orthodoxy, would I be proving right those who ridiculed me and my struggle? In some
sense, I would, but it felt impossible to continue this path.When I began my studies, there had
been no one else willing to take that step, but it heartened me to know there were others now
speaking publicly about Orthodox women’s ordination. I may have been abandoning the cause,
but there were others to fight that fight. Which was good, because I no longer felt I could.I was no
longer Orthodox. I did not believe in rabbinic authority as the sole interpreters of God’s word. I
did not agree conforming to strict communal norms in all aspects of life was the best thing for
humanity, or at least not the best thing for me. Especially when in relation to matters of the spirit.I
would be a fraud if I accepted the title Orthodox rabbi. I would only do harm to the cause, unless
I decided to play the part without speaking my mind. But I did not want to be an actor. I wanted to
be a rabbi. Better to let those young women continue the struggle.I had another path to follow,
another current pulling me in a new direction. Since running a mikveh years before, I had a vision
of creating a pluralist educational and ritual mikveh in Israel.I founded Shmaya: A Mikveh for
Mind, Body and Soul, on Kibbutz Hannaton—the only mikveh in Israel not monopolized by the
Orthodox Rabbinate. Every other mikveh in Israel is controlled by them and open only to those
who comply with their myriad regulations.Women who immerse must be Orthodox Jews (or
willing to toe the Orthodox line) who are married (to men), and their immersions are
circumscribed with rules and regulations that can be an invasion of privacy and feel intrusive and
violating. Their bodies are checked for loose scabs or hairs, they are asked a series of personal
questions, and if they do not pass this verbal and physical examination, they are not allowed to
immerse.Men are not required to immerse at all, so when they do, it is for spiritual reasons and
without regulations. But the men’s facilities for immersion are without privacy and often
unsanitary.Shmaya, on the contrary, is a non-gendered space and is open to all humans to
immerse in the manner they choose. It is the only mikveh in Israel with this stated mission. We
run by appointment only, and with the choice whether to be accompanied by an attendant or not.
Each person immersing has a private and clean space and full agency over their own immersion
experience.At Shmaya, which means “sky” in Aramaic, we invite people to do a wide variety of
immersion ceremonies, not only at the traditional times usually associated with mikveh
immersion (such as conversion, after uterine bleeding, before Shabbat or the High Holidays, and
before one’s wedding). Shmaya is also an educational mikveh. I meet with groups of all ages,
genders and faith identifications, teaching about mikveh and its deeper spiritual meaning, and
doing experiential workshops.

“Great. Now I want you to be the eyelids in the dream. How do you feel, eyelids?”“I feel heavy,” I
answer. “I want to close, but the dreamer is not letting me close. I want to rest, but there is a force
inside me blocking me, preventing me from closing.”“Can you feel into that part of you that is
trying to stay open? How does it feel?”I feel into that sensation of trying to keep my eyes open, of
trying to stay awake in my own dream. “I think it is afraid. Afraid of losing control. Afraid of what
may happen when the dreamer is sleeping.”“And why do you want to rest?”“I’m tired. Life is



exhausting. I want to stop fighting and just rest. Just trust in the process and hope everything will
be okay when I’m sleeping, when my guard is down. But there’s that force trying to keep me
open. Trying to prevent the dreamer from sleeping.”“Thank you, eyelids. That was very helpful. I’d
like to speak to sleep now. Describe yourself, sleep.”“I am sleep,” I begin. “I am a state of
completely letting go. When the dreamer is sleeping, she rests, which brings what is hidden to
the surface. When I, sleep, am present, the dreamer can dream; she can access a deeper part
of herself, her essential core. She can access her unconscious. Her soul.”“Why are you so
important to the dreamer now?” Jude asks.“The dreamer needs to sleep more before she can
find the notebook and what’s written in it. The speech is not ready yet, because she still has
sleeping to do.”“To be able to find the notebook?”“Yes. But not only. The dreamer needs to learn
to let go into me. She needs to learn to trust in me.”“Trust in you? In sleep?”“Yes. But not only in
me. She needs to learn to trust in general.”And so, this next stage in my spiritual journey begins.
As strange as it may sound, I might as well call it sleep.HEARING THE CALL(A THIRD
TIME)THE FIRST TIME in my life when I heard “the call,” I answered and began a journey
towards becoming a rabbi. I was twenty-four, a new mother of a one-year-old daughter and right
out of an MFA program in creative writing.I had been working part-time running a mikveh, a
Jewish ritual immersion pool, in which I officiated full-body water immersion ceremonies, some
innovative and some traditional. Without knowing it back then, I had been part of spearheading a
movement to reclaim and reframe this ancient ritual, and I loved the work. I felt drawn to a
spiritual vocation in addition to my writing. Having grown up an Orthodox Jew, becoming an
Orthodox rabbi could have seemed logical—had I been a man.As a woman, becoming an
Orthodox rabbi was not only illogical; it was unheard of. No woman had publicly received
Orthodox rabbinic ordination (although two had done so in secret, I later discovered). If I was
going to become a rabbi, I would only do so openly. There was no significant argument in the
classic rabbinic sources against a woman becoming a rabbi. I knew the reasons were
sociological and felt the time had come for women to be ordained in the Orthodox Jewish world.
If no women demanded this, it would not happen. I felt up to the challenge.I applied to a
mainstream all-men’s modern Orthodox seminary, the most liberal at the time in the U.S.
Orthodox world, and the place where my own father had earned his undergraduate degree. My
application was never recognized. The dean of the school told the press the admissions office
had never received it—which I do not believe is true—but had they, he added, they would not
have felt a need to send a reply, since a woman rabbi is an oxymoron.Disappointed but not
surprised, I ultimately studied in various liberal Orthodox frameworks, some co-ed and some
only for women, but none were programs that would grant me ordination at the end of my
studies. I could gain the credentials but not the title.I never felt accepted in any of these
frameworks. I was seen by many as the troublemaker who wanted to be an Orthodox woman
rabbi. In some places I was even shunned. Many questioned why I didn’t study in one of the
liberal Jewish movements, where women were being ordained already. Why was I bothering the
Orthodox? They were happy with the status quo.Looking back now, I ask myself the same



question. My life would have been easier had I chosen the path of least resistance. But I wanted
to fix (as I saw it) the system in which I was raised, push boundaries and create change from
within. I owed that to myself and other women. I had seen the light and wanted to spread that
light to others.Through my own studies (both religious and secular), I had discovered that
women did not have to play a second-class supporting role in ritual life. There was room in the
classic rabbinic sources for progress. Jewish religious praxis and even law had always
developed over time. But it required a push from the masses. Change would not come from the
male rabbis, especially not if it meant granting women equality. Why would men agree to give up
their power? Women would have to fight for change.Even if I knew I did not quite fit in, even if my
theology was not mainstream Orthodox and my attitude audacious, I was a woman with a
mission, and I was stubborn. I had a vision, a goal, and it felt within reach. Despite the ridicule
and scorning I received from many establishment and non-establishment Orthodox Jews, some
who even called themselves feminists, I would not back down.My life partner, Jacob, and I
moved to Jerusalem with our then-two children after I studied for a few years in New York. Three
more children later, I was ordained thirteen years after sending in my rabbinical school
application. With no institutional backing, after studying with me for ten years, Rabbi Aryeh
Strikovsky granted me his personal ordination and permission to announce so publicly.I framed
and hung the ordination certificate on my wall, next to my doctoral certificate. While studying for
rabbinic ordination, I had worked towards my Ph.D at Bar Ilan University on the Philosophy of
Jewish Religious Law. I wrote about the changing interpretations and applications of mikveh and
the menstrual purity laws from the Bible to the present—reaching conclusions that only proved
to me more how vital reinterpretation and change are to keep Judaism relevant and
effective.Finally, after years of intense study and public shaming, I had stuck to my goal and was
the first woman to announce to the world she had received Orthodox rabbinic ordination. It was
disconcerting, therefore, when I heard “the call” for a second time—an inner voice telling me to
leave Orthodoxy. Wasn’t it for the title Orthodox rabbi I had been fighting all those years?Yes. But
there was no denying it. Inside, I was no longer Orthodox. Throughout those years of struggle
and study, I had evolved. My ideas were becoming more radical, less traditional. I no longer felt
bound by classic religious Jewish law that delineates to the last detail how one should live their
life, based on the ongoing interpretation, by men only, of the words of ancient texts all written by
men.I knew this reality was changing, and that I was part of a movement empowering women to
study and interpret these texts as well. But change was happening too slowly for my spiritual
needs and moral conscience. My intuition told me that religion should be at the fore of the
struggle for human rights—as I understood Judaism had in its origin been—not holding it
back.Religion may be conservative in some respects, assuring change happens organically and
not drastically, but it should not compromise compassion in the name of caution. I made a
conscious decision to place my values before what these texts prescribed and proscribed.I
could no longer condone prayer services that were not fully egalitarian, even if I was part of a
movement successfully pushing for more (but not equal) women’s participation in the



synagogue. Nor could I be a rabbi in a denomination that did not recognize gay marriages, even
if I was a voice for more acceptance of LGBTQ+s (although back then not all these categories
were included) in the Orthodox world.Moreover, I could no longer buy into a system—no matter
how ancient and wise—that had been created by straight men alone, where female and queer
voices had been silenced completely.My previous decision to remain inside the Orthodox world
and try to change the system from within, which at the time felt like the perfect way to honor both
the wisdom of my faith tradition and the moral high ground of full equality for all, seemed
disingenuous for me now. I no longer felt compelled to work within that system or contort myself
to play by its rules. Like a coat I had outgrown, it felt too constricting. I needed to breathe. The
coat no longer fit.With my evolved theology and ideology, I could no longer claim to represent
even the most liberal stream of the Orthodox movement, nor did I want to be confined by that
label. I wanted to be free to say what I felt, to remain true to myself. Most importantly, I wanted to
keep exploring, to continue the journey of life wherever it led me. Orthodoxy did not allow for this
approach.An open-ended spiritual journey is antithetical to Orthodoxy, which is about following
the rules and fitting in. There are clear boundaries as to what is acceptable. There is some room
to stretch those boundaries; and I did. But I then realized there was not enough wiggle room for
me. More importantly, I did not want to watch my step. I wanted to spread my wings and fly free.I
listened to my inner voice, a notion that is also against what Orthodox Judaism is about.
Authority lies outside of oneself, in the rabbis, because if left to our own devices, we will stray
from the proper path. Instincts are not meant to be followed, but rather, to be curbed. Yet, I
followed my heart and gave up what I had spent the past thirteen years achieving. My integrity
was more important to me than the cause of Orthodox women’s ordination.When pressed to
choose a title, I found I did not identify with any one denomination of Judaism, or even believe in
religious denominations at all at that point. I saw them as part of the patriarchal system I had
rejected. I did not want to be contained by any one box. I wanted to move, and think, outside all
boxes. I decided to call myself a post-denominational rabbi, and the name fit, like a coat tailored
just for me.When I admitted to myself who I truly was at that juncture, I felt a heavy weight lifted
from my shoulders. It was a physical sensation of lightening and expanding. I did not have to
wear a coat at all. I did not even have to cover my hair or shoulders to prove my piety and
modesty.I let my hair feel the breeze for the first time in years, and I exposed my shoulders and
neck bone to the world. In fact, I discovered those are my most attractive features. I mourned
those years I had kept them hidden. If a man could not appreciate my beauty without being
aroused, I would no longer accept the blame.I was nervous what people would say about my
decision to leave the Orthodox Jewish fold—especially my parents, who had raised me
Orthodox and still had strong feelings about passing on that heritage and lifestyle. I felt guilty
about letting down all of those who had been rooting for me—especially the young women who
wanted to follow in my footsteps.This was a significant decision, and not a simple one. By
leaving Orthodoxy, would I be proving right those who ridiculed me and my struggle? In some
sense, I would, but it felt impossible to continue this path.When I began my studies, there had



been no one else willing to take that step, but it heartened me to know there were others now
speaking publicly about Orthodox women’s ordination. I may have been abandoning the cause,
but there were others to fight that fight. Which was good, because I no longer felt I could.I was no
longer Orthodox. I did not believe in rabbinic authority as the sole interpreters of God’s word. I
did not agree conforming to strict communal norms in all aspects of life was the best thing for
humanity, or at least not the best thing for me. Especially when in relation to matters of the spirit.I
would be a fraud if I accepted the title Orthodox rabbi. I would only do harm to the cause, unless
I decided to play the part without speaking my mind. But I did not want to be an actor. I wanted to
be a rabbi. Better to let those young women continue the struggle.I had another path to follow,
another current pulling me in a new direction. Since running a mikveh years before, I had a vision
of creating a pluralist educational and ritual mikveh in Israel.I founded Shmaya: A Mikveh for
Mind, Body and Soul, on Kibbutz Hannaton—the only mikveh in Israel not monopolized by the
Orthodox Rabbinate. Every other mikveh in Israel is controlled by them and open only to those
who comply with their myriad regulations.Women who immerse must be Orthodox Jews (or
willing to toe the Orthodox line) who are married (to men), and their immersions are
circumscribed with rules and regulations that can be an invasion of privacy and feel intrusive and
violating. Their bodies are checked for loose scabs or hairs, they are asked a series of personal
questions, and if they do not pass this verbal and physical examination, they are not allowed to
immerse.Men are not required to immerse at all, so when they do, it is for spiritual reasons and
without regulations. But the men’s facilities for immersion are without privacy and often
unsanitary.Shmaya, on the contrary, is a non-gendered space and is open to all humans to
immerse in the manner they choose. It is the only mikveh in Israel with this stated mission. We
run by appointment only, and with the choice whether to be accompanied by an attendant or not.
Each person immersing has a private and clean space and full agency over their own immersion
experience.At Shmaya, which means “sky” in Aramaic, we invite people to do a wide variety of
immersion ceremonies, not only at the traditional times usually associated with mikveh
immersion (such as conversion, after uterine bleeding, before Shabbat or the High Holidays, and
before one’s wedding). Shmaya is also an educational mikveh. I meet with groups of all ages,
genders and faith identifications, teaching about mikveh and its deeper spiritual meaning, and
doing experiential workshops.When I moved, with Jacob and our then-six children (number six
we adopted soon after I was ordained as a rabbi, and our seventh was born four years later), to
Kibbutz Hannaton—a community made up of a spectrum of religiously liberal Jews—and
opened Shmaya, I felt I had finally found my life’s purpose.Water is my element. It is where I feel
most at home. Water gives me both physical and emotional relief. It is where I can let my mind
wander and my ideas and dreams form.I am drawn to ritual and ceremony, although I do not like
performing in front of large groups. I prefer intimate spaces. The opportunity to provide the
immersion experience to all and accompany people in such transformative moments in their
lives, fit my personality and played to my strengths. And opening this mikveh was filling a need. It
was holy service.Because I felt fulfilled in my new calling, it was unsettling when I heard “the call”



yet a third time.It was the summer of 2014. Come March, my oldest son, Adin, was to be drafted
into the Israel Defense Forces—to my great dismay, they had placed him in a combat unit—and
Israel and the Hamas-ruled Gaza Strip were unofficially at war. Officially, we were involved in a
military operation called Operation Protective Edge. But to someone like me who was born in the
U.S. in 1969, moved to Israel in 1996 and knows little about military nuances, it sure felt like a
war.Israeli soldiers were fighting and dying, missiles were flying overhead, some landing in cities
like Tel Aviv and Haifa, and hundreds of Palestinians in Gaza were being killed and wounded by
Israeli bombs.To make matters worse, racism within Israel was running rampant. Palestinians
hated Israelis, and Israelis hated Palestinians. And Palestinians with Israeli citizenship were
caught in the middle of this contentious atmosphere, suffering abuse from Jewish Israelis for
being Palestinian and from Palestinians for being Israeli.Hate crimes—kidnappings, stabbings,
lynches—were becoming a regular occurrence, as were increasing numbers of victims of Israeli
bombings in Gaza, victims of Hamas rockets in Israel and photographs on the front page of the
newspaper of young men—many Adin’s age—who were no longer with the living.As a mother, I
feared for my son’s life and moral fiber. As a rabbi, I felt the foundations of my faith in religion as
a positive force in the world uprooted yet again, but this time not because of gender inequity.
With people killing in the name of God, how could religion be a good thing? Yet, something told
me it still was, or could be—only perhaps in a different container than I was used to experiencing
and pondering.That summer, the only time I felt any comfort or hope, the only place I felt at
home and at peace, was when I participated in fringe interfaith and inter-cultural gatherings,
where Jews, Christians, and Muslims (the three Abrahamic religions) came together to sing
songs of peace and love. I was experiencing a religious crisis, and I intuited that the answer lay
in finding what can connect in religion rather than separate.Towards the end of that summer,
when I was on a book tour with my second memoir, a woman approached me after one of my
Manhattan talks to tell me about One Spirit Interfaith-Interspiritual Seminary. The institution’s two-
year ministry program weaves intense inner work with studies of the world’s major religious
faiths and culminates in interfaith-interspiritual ordination. If I took this path, I would become an
interfaith-interspiritual-post-denominational rabbi. What would that mean, exactly?I was familiar
with interfaith, but I had never heard of interspirituality. One Spirit’s approach is not about
dialogue among people of different religions with each religious practitioner maintaining the
ultimate Truth of their religious tradition. It is not about tolerance or simply getting along. The idea
behind interspirituality is that all faiths are equally valid paths to the summit.A person can
choose to stick to a specific faith tradition—whether it is their faith of origin or not. Or,
alternatively, they can incorporate practices from a variety of faith traditions into their spiritual life.
What is essential, however, is the belief that all paths are sacred. The approach is universalist
and at the same time about supporting individuals in their own unique spiritual journeys.

“Great. Now I want you to be the eyelids in the dream. How do you feel, eyelids?”“I feel heavy,” I
answer. “I want to close, but the dreamer is not letting me close. I want to rest, but there is a force



inside me blocking me, preventing me from closing.”“Can you feel into that part of you that is
trying to stay open? How does it feel?”I feel into that sensation of trying to keep my eyes open, of
trying to stay awake in my own dream. “I think it is afraid. Afraid of losing control. Afraid of what
may happen when the dreamer is sleeping.”“And why do you want to rest?”“I’m tired. Life is
exhausting. I want to stop fighting and just rest. Just trust in the process and hope everything will
be okay when I’m sleeping, when my guard is down. But there’s that force trying to keep me
open. Trying to prevent the dreamer from sleeping.”“Thank you, eyelids. That was very helpful. I’d
like to speak to sleep now. Describe yourself, sleep.”“I am sleep,” I begin. “I am a state of
completely letting go. When the dreamer is sleeping, she rests, which brings what is hidden to
the surface. When I, sleep, am present, the dreamer can dream; she can access a deeper part
of herself, her essential core. She can access her unconscious. Her soul.”“Why are you so
important to the dreamer now?” Jude asks.“The dreamer needs to sleep more before she can
find the notebook and what’s written in it. The speech is not ready yet, because she still has
sleeping to do.”“To be able to find the notebook?”“Yes. But not only. The dreamer needs to learn
to let go into me. She needs to learn to trust in me.”“Trust in you? In sleep?”“Yes. But not only in
me. She needs to learn to trust in general.”And so, this next stage in my spiritual journey begins.
As strange as it may sound, I might as well call it sleep.HEARING THE CALL(A THIRD
TIME)THE FIRST TIME in my life when I heard “the call,” I answered and began a journey
towards becoming a rabbi. I was twenty-four, a new mother of a one-year-old daughter and right
out of an MFA program in creative writing.I had been working part-time running a mikveh, a
Jewish ritual immersion pool, in which I officiated full-body water immersion ceremonies, some
innovative and some traditional. Without knowing it back then, I had been part of spearheading a
movement to reclaim and reframe this ancient ritual, and I loved the work. I felt drawn to a
spiritual vocation in addition to my writing. Having grown up an Orthodox Jew, becoming an
Orthodox rabbi could have seemed logical—had I been a man.As a woman, becoming an
Orthodox rabbi was not only illogical; it was unheard of. No woman had publicly received
Orthodox rabbinic ordination (although two had done so in secret, I later discovered). If I was
going to become a rabbi, I would only do so openly. There was no significant argument in the
classic rabbinic sources against a woman becoming a rabbi. I knew the reasons were
sociological and felt the time had come for women to be ordained in the Orthodox Jewish world.
If no women demanded this, it would not happen. I felt up to the challenge.I applied to a
mainstream all-men’s modern Orthodox seminary, the most liberal at the time in the U.S.
Orthodox world, and the place where my own father had earned his undergraduate degree. My
application was never recognized. The dean of the school told the press the admissions office
had never received it—which I do not believe is true—but had they, he added, they would not
have felt a need to send a reply, since a woman rabbi is an oxymoron.Disappointed but not
surprised, I ultimately studied in various liberal Orthodox frameworks, some co-ed and some
only for women, but none were programs that would grant me ordination at the end of my
studies. I could gain the credentials but not the title.I never felt accepted in any of these



frameworks. I was seen by many as the troublemaker who wanted to be an Orthodox woman
rabbi. In some places I was even shunned. Many questioned why I didn’t study in one of the
liberal Jewish movements, where women were being ordained already. Why was I bothering the
Orthodox? They were happy with the status quo.Looking back now, I ask myself the same
question. My life would have been easier had I chosen the path of least resistance. But I wanted
to fix (as I saw it) the system in which I was raised, push boundaries and create change from
within. I owed that to myself and other women. I had seen the light and wanted to spread that
light to others.Through my own studies (both religious and secular), I had discovered that
women did not have to play a second-class supporting role in ritual life. There was room in the
classic rabbinic sources for progress. Jewish religious praxis and even law had always
developed over time. But it required a push from the masses. Change would not come from the
male rabbis, especially not if it meant granting women equality. Why would men agree to give up
their power? Women would have to fight for change.Even if I knew I did not quite fit in, even if my
theology was not mainstream Orthodox and my attitude audacious, I was a woman with a
mission, and I was stubborn. I had a vision, a goal, and it felt within reach. Despite the ridicule
and scorning I received from many establishment and non-establishment Orthodox Jews, some
who even called themselves feminists, I would not back down.My life partner, Jacob, and I
moved to Jerusalem with our then-two children after I studied for a few years in New York. Three
more children later, I was ordained thirteen years after sending in my rabbinical school
application. With no institutional backing, after studying with me for ten years, Rabbi Aryeh
Strikovsky granted me his personal ordination and permission to announce so publicly.I framed
and hung the ordination certificate on my wall, next to my doctoral certificate. While studying for
rabbinic ordination, I had worked towards my Ph.D at Bar Ilan University on the Philosophy of
Jewish Religious Law. I wrote about the changing interpretations and applications of mikveh and
the menstrual purity laws from the Bible to the present—reaching conclusions that only proved
to me more how vital reinterpretation and change are to keep Judaism relevant and
effective.Finally, after years of intense study and public shaming, I had stuck to my goal and was
the first woman to announce to the world she had received Orthodox rabbinic ordination. It was
disconcerting, therefore, when I heard “the call” for a second time—an inner voice telling me to
leave Orthodoxy. Wasn’t it for the title Orthodox rabbi I had been fighting all those years?Yes. But
there was no denying it. Inside, I was no longer Orthodox. Throughout those years of struggle
and study, I had evolved. My ideas were becoming more radical, less traditional. I no longer felt
bound by classic religious Jewish law that delineates to the last detail how one should live their
life, based on the ongoing interpretation, by men only, of the words of ancient texts all written by
men.I knew this reality was changing, and that I was part of a movement empowering women to
study and interpret these texts as well. But change was happening too slowly for my spiritual
needs and moral conscience. My intuition told me that religion should be at the fore of the
struggle for human rights—as I understood Judaism had in its origin been—not holding it
back.Religion may be conservative in some respects, assuring change happens organically and



not drastically, but it should not compromise compassion in the name of caution. I made a
conscious decision to place my values before what these texts prescribed and proscribed.I
could no longer condone prayer services that were not fully egalitarian, even if I was part of a
movement successfully pushing for more (but not equal) women’s participation in the
synagogue. Nor could I be a rabbi in a denomination that did not recognize gay marriages, even
if I was a voice for more acceptance of LGBTQ+s (although back then not all these categories
were included) in the Orthodox world.Moreover, I could no longer buy into a system—no matter
how ancient and wise—that had been created by straight men alone, where female and queer
voices had been silenced completely.My previous decision to remain inside the Orthodox world
and try to change the system from within, which at the time felt like the perfect way to honor both
the wisdom of my faith tradition and the moral high ground of full equality for all, seemed
disingenuous for me now. I no longer felt compelled to work within that system or contort myself
to play by its rules. Like a coat I had outgrown, it felt too constricting. I needed to breathe. The
coat no longer fit.With my evolved theology and ideology, I could no longer claim to represent
even the most liberal stream of the Orthodox movement, nor did I want to be confined by that
label. I wanted to be free to say what I felt, to remain true to myself. Most importantly, I wanted to
keep exploring, to continue the journey of life wherever it led me. Orthodoxy did not allow for this
approach.An open-ended spiritual journey is antithetical to Orthodoxy, which is about following
the rules and fitting in. There are clear boundaries as to what is acceptable. There is some room
to stretch those boundaries; and I did. But I then realized there was not enough wiggle room for
me. More importantly, I did not want to watch my step. I wanted to spread my wings and fly free.I
listened to my inner voice, a notion that is also against what Orthodox Judaism is about.
Authority lies outside of oneself, in the rabbis, because if left to our own devices, we will stray
from the proper path. Instincts are not meant to be followed, but rather, to be curbed. Yet, I
followed my heart and gave up what I had spent the past thirteen years achieving. My integrity
was more important to me than the cause of Orthodox women’s ordination.When pressed to
choose a title, I found I did not identify with any one denomination of Judaism, or even believe in
religious denominations at all at that point. I saw them as part of the patriarchal system I had
rejected. I did not want to be contained by any one box. I wanted to move, and think, outside all
boxes. I decided to call myself a post-denominational rabbi, and the name fit, like a coat tailored
just for me.When I admitted to myself who I truly was at that juncture, I felt a heavy weight lifted
from my shoulders. It was a physical sensation of lightening and expanding. I did not have to
wear a coat at all. I did not even have to cover my hair or shoulders to prove my piety and
modesty.I let my hair feel the breeze for the first time in years, and I exposed my shoulders and
neck bone to the world. In fact, I discovered those are my most attractive features. I mourned
those years I had kept them hidden. If a man could not appreciate my beauty without being
aroused, I would no longer accept the blame.I was nervous what people would say about my
decision to leave the Orthodox Jewish fold—especially my parents, who had raised me
Orthodox and still had strong feelings about passing on that heritage and lifestyle. I felt guilty



about letting down all of those who had been rooting for me—especially the young women who
wanted to follow in my footsteps.This was a significant decision, and not a simple one. By
leaving Orthodoxy, would I be proving right those who ridiculed me and my struggle? In some
sense, I would, but it felt impossible to continue this path.When I began my studies, there had
been no one else willing to take that step, but it heartened me to know there were others now
speaking publicly about Orthodox women’s ordination. I may have been abandoning the cause,
but there were others to fight that fight. Which was good, because I no longer felt I could.I was no
longer Orthodox. I did not believe in rabbinic authority as the sole interpreters of God’s word. I
did not agree conforming to strict communal norms in all aspects of life was the best thing for
humanity, or at least not the best thing for me. Especially when in relation to matters of the spirit.I
would be a fraud if I accepted the title Orthodox rabbi. I would only do harm to the cause, unless
I decided to play the part without speaking my mind. But I did not want to be an actor. I wanted to
be a rabbi. Better to let those young women continue the struggle.I had another path to follow,
another current pulling me in a new direction. Since running a mikveh years before, I had a vision
of creating a pluralist educational and ritual mikveh in Israel.I founded Shmaya: A Mikveh for
Mind, Body and Soul, on Kibbutz Hannaton—the only mikveh in Israel not monopolized by the
Orthodox Rabbinate. Every other mikveh in Israel is controlled by them and open only to those
who comply with their myriad regulations.Women who immerse must be Orthodox Jews (or
willing to toe the Orthodox line) who are married (to men), and their immersions are
circumscribed with rules and regulations that can be an invasion of privacy and feel intrusive and
violating. Their bodies are checked for loose scabs or hairs, they are asked a series of personal
questions, and if they do not pass this verbal and physical examination, they are not allowed to
immerse.Men are not required to immerse at all, so when they do, it is for spiritual reasons and
without regulations. But the men’s facilities for immersion are without privacy and often
unsanitary.Shmaya, on the contrary, is a non-gendered space and is open to all humans to
immerse in the manner they choose. It is the only mikveh in Israel with this stated mission. We
run by appointment only, and with the choice whether to be accompanied by an attendant or not.
Each person immersing has a private and clean space and full agency over their own immersion
experience.At Shmaya, which means “sky” in Aramaic, we invite people to do a wide variety of
immersion ceremonies, not only at the traditional times usually associated with mikveh
immersion (such as conversion, after uterine bleeding, before Shabbat or the High Holidays, and
before one’s wedding). Shmaya is also an educational mikveh. I meet with groups of all ages,
genders and faith identifications, teaching about mikveh and its deeper spiritual meaning, and
doing experiential workshops.When I moved, with Jacob and our then-six children (number six
we adopted soon after I was ordained as a rabbi, and our seventh was born four years later), to
Kibbutz Hannaton—a community made up of a spectrum of religiously liberal Jews—and
opened Shmaya, I felt I had finally found my life’s purpose.Water is my element. It is where I feel
most at home. Water gives me both physical and emotional relief. It is where I can let my mind
wander and my ideas and dreams form.I am drawn to ritual and ceremony, although I do not like



performing in front of large groups. I prefer intimate spaces. The opportunity to provide the
immersion experience to all and accompany people in such transformative moments in their
lives, fit my personality and played to my strengths. And opening this mikveh was filling a need. It
was holy service.Because I felt fulfilled in my new calling, it was unsettling when I heard “the call”
yet a third time.It was the summer of 2014. Come March, my oldest son, Adin, was to be drafted
into the Israel Defense Forces—to my great dismay, they had placed him in a combat unit—and
Israel and the Hamas-ruled Gaza Strip were unofficially at war. Officially, we were involved in a
military operation called Operation Protective Edge. But to someone like me who was born in the
U.S. in 1969, moved to Israel in 1996 and knows little about military nuances, it sure felt like a
war.Israeli soldiers were fighting and dying, missiles were flying overhead, some landing in cities
like Tel Aviv and Haifa, and hundreds of Palestinians in Gaza were being killed and wounded by
Israeli bombs.To make matters worse, racism within Israel was running rampant. Palestinians
hated Israelis, and Israelis hated Palestinians. And Palestinians with Israeli citizenship were
caught in the middle of this contentious atmosphere, suffering abuse from Jewish Israelis for
being Palestinian and from Palestinians for being Israeli.Hate crimes—kidnappings, stabbings,
lynches—were becoming a regular occurrence, as were increasing numbers of victims of Israeli
bombings in Gaza, victims of Hamas rockets in Israel and photographs on the front page of the
newspaper of young men—many Adin’s age—who were no longer with the living.As a mother, I
feared for my son’s life and moral fiber. As a rabbi, I felt the foundations of my faith in religion as
a positive force in the world uprooted yet again, but this time not because of gender inequity.
With people killing in the name of God, how could religion be a good thing? Yet, something told
me it still was, or could be—only perhaps in a different container than I was used to experiencing
and pondering.That summer, the only time I felt any comfort or hope, the only place I felt at
home and at peace, was when I participated in fringe interfaith and inter-cultural gatherings,
where Jews, Christians, and Muslims (the three Abrahamic religions) came together to sing
songs of peace and love. I was experiencing a religious crisis, and I intuited that the answer lay
in finding what can connect in religion rather than separate.Towards the end of that summer,
when I was on a book tour with my second memoir, a woman approached me after one of my
Manhattan talks to tell me about One Spirit Interfaith-Interspiritual Seminary. The institution’s two-
year ministry program weaves intense inner work with studies of the world’s major religious
faiths and culminates in interfaith-interspiritual ordination. If I took this path, I would become an
interfaith-interspiritual-post-denominational rabbi. What would that mean, exactly?I was familiar
with interfaith, but I had never heard of interspirituality. One Spirit’s approach is not about
dialogue among people of different religions with each religious practitioner maintaining the
ultimate Truth of their religious tradition. It is not about tolerance or simply getting along. The idea
behind interspirituality is that all faiths are equally valid paths to the summit.A person can
choose to stick to a specific faith tradition—whether it is their faith of origin or not. Or,
alternatively, they can incorporate practices from a variety of faith traditions into their spiritual life.
What is essential, however, is the belief that all paths are sacred. The approach is universalist



and at the same time about supporting individuals in their own unique spiritual journeys.Even
liberal Jews, as far as I knew, considered Judaism to be the Truth, and Jews to be the “chosen
nation,” or a “light unto the nations.” Or, at the very least, they considered one’s exclusively
Jewish identity to be sacred. One Spirit’s approach intrigued me, felt right, but I did not know
enough about other faith traditions to judge its veracity or know how much these other religions
had in common with mine. How could all religions be true? And how could other religions fill a
spiritual need for me, a Jew?When I spoke to people at the seminary, they were excited to have
a rabbi in the program. They encouraged me to enroll. I decided to take a leap of faith that this
was the next right step for me. The coat I had chosen for myself was, again, growing too small.
But what would it mean to expand even further than post-denominational rabbi? How much
more could I stretch the title rabbi? How much more could I stretch myself without becoming so
thin, so translucent, I would disappear?The first two times I heard the call, I had the courage to
listen to my inner voice and follow where it was leading me; but this time felt harder. I feared it
was asking me to go too far, both for myself and for others in my life who cared about me and
who would be affected by my life’s course.I kept hearing my father’s voice in my head, trying to
convince me I was making a huge mistake: “You’re so open-minded your brains will fall out!” Yet,
enrolling in interfaith-interspiritual seminary was not a choice made from the brain. It was made
from the heart.Still, would I, like the biblical Abraham, have the courage to go wherever “the call”
sent me, even if it meant leaving all that was comfortable and familiar? I was not sure.I GREW
UP in suburban New York, in a tight-knit modern Orthodox Jewish community. The “modern”
meant we were not like the “black-hatters,” the ultra-Orthodox, who were so insular they dressed
in a uniform that showed no skin except on their faces and hands and came in any color from
black to gray. Those men wore black hats, and the married women covered their natural hair with
wigs.We were not like them, we knew. We considered ourselves enlightened and cultured. We
went to the opera and the ballet and dressed in fashionable clothing. If women did cover their
hair, they wore attractive hats and scarves, not wigs.We studied in Jewish religious day schools,
but we went on to study in secular universities. (My father’s undergraduate degree was from a
Jewish university, but his degree from Yale Law School was what he was most proud of, and he
felt strongly about his children having a similar formative experience.)But we integrated into
society only to a point. The idea was to take part but be separate, different. Practicing and
passing on our Jewish religious heritage was of supreme importance. It was a tightrope walk the
adults in our community knew was risky, which was why people like my parents enforced so
strictly the level of practice they had chosen.We ate only kosher food, even when we went to
restaurants. We kept a strict Sabbath, with no electricity, no driving, no writing or cooking, and
we spent the entire morning on Saturday in synagogue. My mother immersed in a mikveh every
month after she menstruated, and my father prayed every morning with a tallit (prayer shawl)
and tefillin (phylacteries). These were considered ritual practices that kept us apart, in a good
way. They made us special. After all, we had been chosen by God.Socially, we modern Orthodox
Jews kept mostly to ourselves. I went to Orthodox Jewish school and sleepaway camp. And my



parents’ friends were mostly from the synagogue—except those from their work, whom we did
meet from time to time, but it was clear they were not like us. Being members of this community,
playing the part, being accepted, was more important than what one felt on the inside.In fact, the
unspoken message I heard was that we were better. And not only better than the non-Jews, but
also better than the non-Orthodox Jews. Being Orthodox was the only way to pass on an
authentic Judaism that would last for generations to come.My parents were more open than
many others in the modern Orthodox Jewish world in which I was raised. I say “world” and not
community, because it is not just the immediate community of my synagogue to which I refer, but
rather the modern Orthodox community of the entire New York Tri-State area. It was a network,
with each smaller community having its own character.Where I grew up, in the suburbs north of
Manhattan, we were considered (by ourselves and others) liberal and intellectual. Relatively
speaking, of course. In comparison, the community where Jacob grew up, on Long Island, had a
reputation for new money, white collar crime and a narrower, more conservative, approach to
Jewish observance (and American and Israeli politics). New Jersey had its own reputation, the
Upper West Side of Manhattan its own, very different, of course, from the Upper East Side of
Manhattan or Brooklyn. And so on.It was clear to me what I was meant to become: a modern
Orthodox Jewish woman, married with kids, with a career like teaching, social work, or physical
or occupational therapy (my mother’s profession) that would not compete too much with my
commitments at home.My parents would have been disappointed had I not pursued a career
after their investment in my Ivy League education. But a high-powered executive would have
been too demanding a career path to be sensible. If I had become a doctor or a lawyer, or even a
journalist or professor, they would have been proud—if I could afford live-in help, that is.There
was also a socio-economic layer to this life we led. Jewish Day School was almost as expensive
as private college tuition. Jewish sleepaway camp was, per day, even more expensive than that.
And with the biblical imperative to “be fruitful and multiply,” this was a huge financial commitment
for parents. The pressure must have been enormous. Add to that the space needed to house
these children comfortably, the money to clothe them respectably, and the afterschool activities
to enrich their free time.All of this was a given in this community. Public school was not an option;
nor was secondhand clothing or an apartment or small house on the “wrong side of the tracks.”
Communities were built around the synagogue in upscale areas of the suburbs; and being within
walking distance of the synagogue was imperative, since driving on the Sabbath was
forbidden.It is important to note that these messages did not come only from my parents. In fact,
the messages from my parents were more nuanced. Much of my extended family is not
Orthodox, and my parents accepted their ways—for them, of course, not us. My parents invited
these family members to Sabbath and holiday meals at our home, even if it meant my relatives
would have to drive on the Sabbath.We also attended my cousins’ bar and bat mitzvah
ceremonies in their non-Orthodox synagogues—where I assume I must have seen some women
in prayer shawls (although even in non-Orthodox synagogues it was not common back then) and
was exposed to a world different than mine—even if the message was clear that our way was



better, that there would be consequences if I chose a different way.Much of the pressure to
conform came from the general modern Orthodox world of which I was a part. This was fine for
some, I know. In fact, many of my childhood friends (although interestingly, none of my three
siblings, perhaps because my parents’ messages were not black-and-white) remained modern
Orthodox, married, settled in the suburbs. But this was not to be my path. I knew that from an
early age. This was for me the cause of great anxiety.Even with my parents’ relative openness,
they are opinionated people by nature. My perception growing up was that I was meant to mirror
their way, which they presented to us as the best way. The idea of following your heart wherever
it leads you did not seem to me to be on their radar.So, when I began to doubt Orthodoxy, I hid
this from my parents. I locked my bedroom door on Friday nights when I wanted to read by my
night light or write in my bed. I snuck out to eat pizza in a non-kosher pizza parlor.It was not just
Orthodoxy that was important to my parents and their friends. Proper behavior, proper dress: it
was all part of the package. When I started to dress in bohemian clothing, my mother told me I
looked like a homeless person. So, I learned to put my clothing in my school bag and change
after I left the house.When I went to my boyfriend’s empty Manhattan apartment (his parents
both had full-time office jobs) after school to make out, I told them I was going to a female friend
instead. (The idea that I could be lesbian would never have occurred to them, although about ten
years later, my older brother came out as gay, and while it took them years, they came to accept
this.) When they found out where I had really been going, they told me they assumed the rumors
they were hearing were incorrect, since they knew I would never do anything for which I’d be
sorry later.In the latter half of high school, I was diagnosed with FSHD, a form of muscular
dystrophy that starts with certain muscle groups and spreads to others, causing increased
disability and eventual death, as it progresses to the respiratory and heart muscles—although
the expression and rate of deterioration is radically varied, so often people die of other causes
before the FSHD kills them. Back then, I had weakness only in my face, shoulders and arms.I
started decreasing my food intake seriously and lost a lot of weight. I did not end up in the
hospital. I was still able to function. But I did not eat enough to maintain a normal, healthy weight.
My bones stuck out; my clothing hung on me; I had fainting spells; a light fuzz was beginning to
grow on my skin to replace the fat that should have been keeping me warm. Yet I was unable to
eat more. My subconscious was calling out for help.My low weight and sparse diet drove my
parents crazy with worry and frustration. That was the point, of course. Or at least one of the
points. I was calling out to my parents and the world around me to see me as the free spirit I felt I
was inside. This conformist environment stifled me, controlling me with its many rules and
regulations, hampered by the lack of options open to me for expression and fulfillment.I was an
artist and a poet, things my parents encouraged in me, but as hobbies, not as professions or
vocations. The question of “But how will you make a good enough living?”—meaning, how will
you make enough money to live as a modern Orthodox Jew in the suburbs?—loomed over me
and my siblings.My soul was also calling out for attention. Ironically, with a life so circumscribed
by religion, I felt spiritually starved. Being Jewish may have had inherent meaning for so many



around me, but for me, it was not enough. Being Jewish was not a reason to be alive.Being
Jewish would not allay my anxiety around death, nor would it pacify my anger at God for giving
me a disease that would make me increasingly disabled. I wanted answers and deeper
meaning. If my parents, the society around me, and God were going to starve me spiritually, I
would starve myself physically.When I was in my senior year of high school, I was enrolled for
the following year in an all-women’s yeshiva in Jerusalem, where I would be immersed in an
intense experience of Jewish religious text and practice. That is what all the good Orthodox
Jewish girls did before going to secular college—to instill in them a strong religious foundation
before they ventured into the “outside world.”But I did not want to go. I did not believe that was
where I would find the meaning or answers I was seeking. My soul could not imagine spending a
year in that kind of dogmatic and controlled environment. But I told my parents I did want to go,
so as not to disappoint them. I was eating shrimp, making out with my boyfriend, turning on lights
on the Sabbath, all while knowing what awaited me only months into the future.When my weight
was down to seventy-five pounds at five feet, and my period had stopped, it was clear to both
me and my parents I would not be going to Israel unless I gained some weight. They could not
send me thousands of miles away in such a condition. Little did they know that was what I
wanted, at least subconsciously—to not be able to go.When I finally got up the courage to reveal
to them I did not want to go to yeshiva in Jerusalem for the year, they were disappointed, as I
had expected, but they were also relieved. “You don’t have to go if it’s making you sick,” they told
me. “We just want you to get well. That’s what matters to us most now.”Of course, that was what
mattered most to them. And of course, it still is. Despite their clear messages as to how they
most wanted me to turn out, I also knew they would love me no matter what, and that my
emotional health was more important to them than my religious observance. They only wanted
me to be happy, they said.But I also knew they still believed being modern Orthodox was what
would make me happy; they could not believe a Jew could truly be happy any other way.By the
fall, I returned to a normal weight, started menstruating again, and was able to nourish myself
sufficiently. I began college prepared to spread my wings. I went to night clubs on Friday nights
instead of to Shabbat services; I ate non-kosher food in public without shame; I smoked pot and
took classes deconstructing social constructs like religion and patriarchy.But I felt empty. The
meaning I had been seeking was not in this kind of unencumbered, free life, either. Something
was missing, and I assumed it was the religion I had cast off. Without my religious Jewish
identity, what was I? With no rules or structure, life felt frighteningly more meaningless than it
had before. I asked myself, Was it worth giving up my parents’ blessing and acceptance in the
world in which I was raised, for this?After experimenting with liberal Judaism for a while, I came
back to Orthodox Judaism, the only place I knew to look for meaning. But I returned on my own
terms. I found a cause that helped give my life purpose but was still considered within the realm
of acceptable to my parents and the community in which I had been raised. I became an
Orthodox feminist, struggling for women’s rights in the Orthodox community from within.This
approach satisfied my two strong and seemingly opposed spiritual needs—the need for



meaning and the need for freedom. I was choosing freedom within boundaries. I could reap the
benefits of religious structure without losing my sense of self.Moreover, I could gain my parents’
approval while still feeling in control of my own life. I found a way to please those I loved, remain
“inside” in the eyes of those whose sanction I craved, while also expressing my dissenting
voice.But by the time I was ordained as a rabbi, this solution no longer worked for me. I had told
myself covering my hair and wearing shapeless baggy clothing liberated me from the male gaze.
I told myself different roles and seating in the synagogue for men and women was separate but
equal. But now I could not help but see these practices as oppressive.I thought I could live with
these compromises of my liberal progressive values for the sake of community and belonging
and the primal need to feel celebrated by my parents. But I managed to convince myself for only
so long. My free spirit needed more space.When I finally had the inner strength to leave the
Orthodox world, despite all the prices I would pay for that decision, I understood that by adopting
the Orthodox feminist cause, I had only been buying more time. Trying to fix the structures I
opposed was not enough to set me free.I had gotten my anorexia under control, but I had not
cured myself of my longing for freedom from boxes with labels, nor from the need to force myself
into coats that didn’t fit. I wanted meaning but knew only to look in the familiar places—those of
setting boundaries and following clear rules said to be divinely ordained.Yet, my spiritual pain
and longing did not disappear even with my decision to call myself a post-denominational rabbi,
because I was still, on some level, buying into this same system. I was still restricting myself to
only the tools for meaning making that had been presented to me in my youth, even when those
tools were no longer working for me. And I was still trying to remain “inside,” still seeking
affirmation from a place outside myself.I would have to look elsewhere for the inner peace and
deeper meaning I craved. Jewish religious ritual was not going to be enough. In some cases,
rather than try to fit into these Jewish structures that had always been an integral part of my life,
or even mold them to my needs, I would have to let go of them entirely.But as I had discovered
through my college experience, freedom from rules does not necessarily equal inner peace.
Letting go is not just a physical act. It is an existential one that requires difficult inner work and
can take a lifetime to master—if you are lucky to even do that. For me, that knowledge would
only come later and was gained through painful experience, which is the best way to learn.LET
ME GO
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New York City mom, “Powerful, Moving, Meditative. “I decided to talk directly to my disease
[FSHD, a form of muscular dystrophy]. After 32 years, it was about time.‘Are you willing to talk to
me, FSHD? I know you are there.’‘Yes.’‘Can you tell me why you showed up in me, out of the
blue? A mutation. What were you trying to tell me?’‘I have always been with you. I did not happen
to you. I am not an invader. You were born with me. We were born together. Pain and suffering
are an inherent part of life. The moment you are born, the only certainty about life is you will
die…’‘What do you want from me?’‘I want you to let me run my course. And I want you not to
blame me. I do not want to hurt you. Maybe if you stop fighting me, we can be friends. I may be
different, but I am still beautiful. Maybe in my difference, I am beautiful. Why does a mutation
have to be bad?...’” (pp. 114-115)Ner-David uses her life story as an opportunity to think about
different types of mutations—biological, political, religious, metaphysical—and how they shape
us. This book made me think deeply and reevaluate moments in my own life. I liked this book so
much I am looking forward to rereading it soon. I highly recommend it.”

Kathy M., “Beyond patriarchy to authentic, inclusive spirituality.. The author's spritual journey is
one of continual expansion. Stretching the bounds of Orthodox Judaism, she is the first woman
to be ordained there. Her vision continues to enlarge to a world beyond the constraints of a
single religion, beyond patriarchy, where men and women, Palestenians and Jews, people from
all spiritual paths or no such path have equal value and voice. Still a rabbi, but also an interfaith
minister, her religious beliefs and practices are no longer externally imposed, but develop
organically as the author listens deeply to her own experience, her feelings, her body, her
dreams, her soul. This is a book for any woman wanting to discover or reclaim her own voice, her
own spirit, her own path. As a woman with chronic illness, I found that part of her story
something I could personally relate to. As women, our bodies inform our spirituality.”

Gail Steinberg, “I used a whole package of stickies marking lines in this book I want to
remember.. I just finished it. WOW! So many ways of explaining me to me.I want to stay
conscious of the author's steps to becoming herself, I learned so much.Her story about being
hungry and wanting to be taking care of pierced right through me. If only I had understood my
infant hunger sooner….The parts about her relationship to her husband brought me to tears,
made me miss my husband twelve years after his death more vividly than I can
remember.Thank you for this book. I recommend it to all humans who have emotions.Gail
Steinberg”

aReader, “A profound and inspiring memoir!. I was incredibly moved to read this memoir. Haviva
Ner-David shares through sensitive and lyrical writing her stories and dreams from life's journey.
I admire her courage to seek rituals and symbols that work for heras she gains knowledge and
experience. This book inspired me to take a deep and honest look at my own journey. A fabulous



read!Cathleen Cohen”

Alana Ruben Free, “Stunning journey to authentic vulnerability.. I read "Dreaming against the
Current" in less than 24 hours. I couldn't put it down. I have had a very different spiritual path and
life than the author but I understood deeply her need to be authentic and live her own truth. I
appreciated her honesty, clarity of purpose, and the details she shared about living with chronic
illness while managing the day to day life of a large family. I highly recommend this book to
anyone who enjoys a rich, down-to-earth, spiritual memoir by a highly intelligent, scholarly
woman approaching midlife.”

Hannah Estrin, “Beautifully written & inspiring. Once again Dr. Rabbi Haviva hit the mark. In
sharing her own journey and story she left space for me to examine my own story, my
assumptions and my beliefs. She challenges you to test your long held beliefs and opens a door
to new ways of seeing and moving through the world. Buy it now, no regrets.”

Jennifer Solomon, “Deep and soulful; a heart-opening memoir. I just finished Haviva Ner-David's
memoir. It was breathtaking, heart-opening, and deeply resonant in my own spiritual journey.
Thank you, Haviva, for sharing so much of yourself with us. My dreams are already taking on
new dimensionality.”

Ali, “Heartening and intimate. In her memoir, Ner-David models how others - descendants of any
faith or tradition, as well as those ascribing to no faiths or traditions - might let go of everything
that does not serve their highest good; how all of us might hold fast to love, and patiently bring
more love and loving acceptance into the world. The author allows the reader to follow as she
flows her way along the river of life with spiritual agility, and while thoughtfully detaching from
adherence to outdated dictates.I heard on the radio recently that many people report being
afraid to be themselves, to pursue their true desires and passions. It may be the risk of giving up
of acceptance of so many loved ones that holds some of us back. Ner-David offers an antidote
to this fear as she takes us with her through some of her considerations of how her life partner,
mother and friends respond to her life choices as she charts her own course. She gives implicit
permission for the reader to ask themselves, ‘do I choose to live this life consistent with how I
imagine I will feel accepted by others; do I seek to please those who would rather I abide by
particular restrictions than achieve personal fulfillment; or do I want to flow in the direction of the
life I want, that those who support me would enrich?Ner-David weaves the universal themes of
love and acceptance throughout the narrative: Can we fully accept and become who we wish to
become? And in fully accepting and become our truest selves, aren’t we then in the best frame
of mind to encourage and accept our loved ones in doing the very same?In a way hers is a
timeless message, yet the sentiments are timely, in a global moment that seems to be endlessly
challenging - upending and uprooting - our various identities, rituals, traditions, and our sense of



stability. In this moment when circumstances highlight our interconnectedness, and many people
are choosing to transform aspects of our lives, gratitude goes to the author for sharing her
experience pursuing growth and transformation in her own life. May peace be with you.”

The book by Haviva Ner-David has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 24 people have provided feedback.
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